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BTS agency 
becomes biggest 
shareholder of K-pop
industry rival SM

K
-pop supergroup BTS’ manage-
ment agency HYBE said
Wednesday it had become the

biggest shareholder of embattled rival SM
Entertainment, whose founder has been
mired in an ugly power struggle within his
company. SM was founded by Lee Soo-
man, who is widely referred to as “the
godfather of K-pop” and credited for pro-
ducing key figures in an earlier genera-
tion of artists such as BoA, Girls’
Generation and TVXQ, which paved the
way for the industry’s current success.

But hints of a power struggle eked out
when SM’s co-CEOs-including Lee’s
nephew Lee Sung-soo-announced new
plans for the company that notably

excluded him. In a regulatory filing on
Wednesday, HYBE said it had purchased
a 14.8 percent stake in SM Entertainment
for 422.8 billion won ($324 million), a
move it said aimed at “strengthening
competitiveness and creating synergy in
the K-pop market”.

The 14.8 percent stake is part of

founder Lee’s holdings of 18.5 percent in
SM. HYBE’s purchase on Wednesday
comes after an attempt by South Korea’s
internet giant Kakao to buy a nine per-
cent stake earlier this month-a move that
was quickly challenged by the elder Lee
who filed for a court injunction. HYBE had
also offered to purchase a further 25 per-

cent of the company from other share-
holders-an announcement met with fierce
opposition from SM’s co-CEOs and exec-
utives, who accused the entertainment
giant of a “hostile takeover”.

In a statement to SM fans, artists,
employees and shareholders following
the acquisition, HYBE’s CEO Park Ji-won
promised full support for SM artists and
urged top executives to refrain from mak-
ing “hasty judgments”. “We express our
regret for causing concern to SM artists,”
Park said, adding: “As HYBE respects
and cares for our own artists, we will
respect and care for SM artists.”

“HYBE and SM Entertainment will
work together to create the best compa-
ny that can stand shoulder to shoulder
with the world’s top three major music
companies,” he said. The purchase was
made nearly two weeks earlier than its
init ial schedule of March 6, which
Yonhap news agency said likely was an
attempt to end the acquisition process
smoothly ahead of a SM shareholders’
meeting next month. — AFP

Never look back:
Actor Vincent
Cassel, France’s
scary star

A
ctor Vincent Cassel is set to
dominate big and small
screens this year, appearing in

two blockbuster French films and a
new spy thriller on Apple TV.
“Liaison” pairs Cassel with another
major French export, Eva Green, as
former lovers forced to work together
to stop a series of major cyber-
attacks. The 56-year-old star of
“Black Swan” is not coy about why
he chose to work with the tech giant.

“It’s very simple. There are not
many opportunities for a French actor
to get an international audience,” he
told AFP. “The power of a company
like Apple is that they can press a
button and 150 million people know
about it. It isn’t negligible,” he added
with a grin. Cassel is already a big
name internationally, of course,
thanks largely to two landmark
French films where he deployed his
scary energy to the hilt — 1995’s grit-
ty urban tale “La Haine” and 2002’s
infamous rape drama “Irreversible”.

They catapulted him to Hollywood,
where he has starred in the 2014
remake of “Beauty and the Beast”,
and had celebrated supporting roles
in “Black Swan”, “Jason Bourne” and
“Ocean’s Twelve”-as well as a major
part in the third season of
“Westworld”. But 2023 is special, with
his face all over French billboards as
part of two homegrown blockbusters:
“The Three Musketeers” (as Athos)
and “Asterix and Obelix: The Middle
Kingdom” (playing Julius Caesar).

“When we choose to do this for a
living, it can all stop from one day to
the next, but then suddenly two days
later-and this has happened to me-
you can find yourself in China, in
Korea or Hollywood. Everything is
possible,” he said.

‘Electricity’ 
Cassel said he was over the

moon to have an extended partner-
ship with Green, his co-star in both
“Liaison” and “The Three
Musketeers”. “Eva is a really unique
actress with a very instinctive side,”
he said. “I had the impression of her
as a female version of the type of
actor I can be. So we immediately
had this electricity between us.”
More is in the pipeline-not least the
intriguing prospect of Cassel playing
a version of David Cronenberg in
the Canadian director’s semi-autobi-
ographical film “The Shrouds”.

He is also due to star in a biopic
of famed French aviator and author
of “The Little Prince”, Antoine de
Saint-Exupery. Cassel likes to keep
things moving forward. “I don’t
have a rearview mirror really,” he
said. “I’m incapable of compre-
hending what I ’ve done and it
doesn’t really interest me.

“In any case, I have more and
more trouble staying in front of a
screen so I’m not a big consumer of
cinema or series. More and more I
realise that I’m concentrating on what
matters most to me-my mental
health, my physical health, my family,
my children, my wife, my friends-and
possibly the upcoming projects
because they are the most interest-
ing.” He makes little distinction
between film and TV, not least
because the budgets are no longer
distinguishable.

“It was around $8-10 million per
episode (for ‘Liaison’),” he said. “I can
assure you I’ve done films that were
one million for the whole thing.
“Cinema will be obliged to renew
itself and find the means to continue
to exist. “But it won’t be replaced by
TV because the cinematic experi-
ence is different-it’s an experience
we share, while often with TV we’re
alone with our screen as we are so
often these days, obsessed with
these little things that make us lower
our heads.”— AFP

T
he recipes are not written down, the
ingredients local. At Sikwa restau-
rant in the Costa Rican capital, a

deep-rooted respect for Indigenous cul-
ture is what determines the menu. The
establishment in San Jose is the brain-
child of Chef Pablo Bonilla, who ten
years ago decided to leave behind
everything he had learned in his culinary
studies. For years, he immersed himself
in the Indigenous cultures of his native
country, living with eight different
Indigenous groups in turn: the bribri,
cabecar, ngobe, maleku, brunca, teribe,
huetar and chorotega.

He learned everything he could
about the ingredients they use and how
to harvest and cook them. The
process, he said, meant “wiping my
memory of everything I learnt, every-
thing I studied about gastronomy and
about Costa Rican cuisine.

“It was a realization that gastronomy
means many things” other than just food-
an experience Bonilla told AFP he now
wants to share with others. “I think we still
have a lot to learn from Indigenous com-
munities,” said the chef who is also
inspired by preserving native cuisine.

‘Something different’ 
Bonilla and his team create generous

dishes meant for sharing between diners,
with ingredients from all over the Central
American country. They seek to replicate
the original way of cooking, with a mod-
ern twist. “It tastes like home cooking, it

tastes like smoke, it tastes like firewood,
it really tastes like what the ingredient
should taste like,” said the chef. The
pantry is sparse, as the restaurant tries to

use only preservative-free food sourced
directly from producers.

Bonilla buys Pacific fish almost daily,
cocoa from the Caribbean coast, corn
from the highlands of the northern bor-
der, and plantains from the southern
jungle. On the day AFP visited, the
menu inspired by the available produce
included a dish of eel cooked in banana
leaves, a shrimp bisque and a ceviche
of mangrove clam.

While one cook prepared a dish of
corn, plantain, potatoes, pumpkin and
carrots, another made a roasted plan-
tain ice cream with cocoa. Sourcing rare
ingredients like these is “much more

expensive,” said Bonilla. “Depending on
the process and the product it can cost
me up to four times more.” But it also
means that as a chef, he has “some-
thing different” to offer his clientele. A
main course on the menu costs
between $10 and $14.

Bonilla’s bet has paid off: in 2018, the
year it opened, Sikwa was included on
the New Worlder culinary site’s list of best
new restaurants. In November, it made
the World’s 50 Best’s list of top 100
restaurants in Latin America and the sixth
best in Central America. — AFP

People are served at the Sikwa restaurant, which bases its menu on the traditional cuisine of the native peoples of the country to keep the indigenous gastronomic culture alive.

French actress Eva Green and French
actor Vincent Cassel pose upon their
arrival for the avant-premiere of the
British-French television series devel-
oped for Apple TV+ “Liaison” at the
Publicis Drugstore in Paris. — AFP 

A chef decorates a dish at the Sikwa restaurant, which bases its menu on the traditional cuisine
of the native peoples of the country to keep the indigenous gastronomic culture alive in San Jose. 

View of a dish at the Sikwa restaurant.— AFP photos

View of food at the Sikwa restaurant. Chef Pablo Bonilla, owner of the Sikwa restau-
rant, which bases its menu on the traditional
cuisine of the native peoples of the country to
keep the indigenous gastronomic culture alive,
poses for a picture.

A chef finishes a
dish at the Sikwa

restaurant.


